The structure and expression of the Xenopus Krox-20 gene: conserved and divergent patterns of expression in rhombomeres and neural crest.
Recent studies in the chick have indicated that rhombomeres (r) are segments that underlie the patterning of hindbrain nerves. These segments may also be important for the specification of branchial arch structures since alternating rhombomeres, r2, r4 and r6, each contribute crest to a specific arch. Krox-20 has been implicated in the segmental patterning of the hindbrain in the mouse by its expression prior to segment formation in alternating domains, which later correspond to r3 and r5. Here, we describe the sequence and developmental expression of the Xenopus Krox-20 gene, XKrox-20. Alternating domains of XKrox-20 expression appear in the early neurula, later correspond to r3 and r5, and persist until late tadpole stages. In contrast to this conserved spatial expression in rhombomeres, we find a pattern in the neural crest of Xenopus that appears different from that found in the mouse: expression occurs in crest that migrates from r5 into the third visceral arch. We speculate that this may reflect a distinct route of neural crest migration due to anatomical differences between these systems, rather than a difference in the site of origin of Krox-20-expressing crest.